The Nanoscopium 155 m-long beamline of Synchrotron Soleil is dedicated to scanning hard X-ray nanoprobe techniques. Nanoscopium aims to reach 100 nm resolution in the 5-20 keV energy range for routine user experiments. The beamline design tackles the tight stability requirements of such a scanning nanoprobe by creating an overfilled secondary source, implementing all horizontally reflecting main beamline optics, applying high mechanical stability equipment and constructing a dedicated high-stability building envelope. Multitechnique scanning imaging and tomography including X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and spectro-microscopy, absorption, differential phase and darkfield contrasts are implemented at the beamline in order to provide simultaneous information on the elemental distribution, speciation and sample morphology. This paper describes the optical concept and the first measured performance of the Nanoscopium beamline followed by the hierarchical lengthscale multi-technique imaging experiments performed with dwell times down to 3 ms per pixel.
Optical design and multi-length-scale scanning spectro-microscopy possibilities at the Nanoscopium beamline of Synchrotron Soleil Andrea Somogyi, a The Nanoscopium 155 m-long beamline of Synchrotron Soleil is dedicated to scanning hard X-ray nanoprobe techniques. Nanoscopium aims to reach 100 nm resolution in the 5-20 keV energy range for routine user experiments. The beamline design tackles the tight stability requirements of such a scanning nanoprobe by creating an overfilled secondary source, implementing all horizontally reflecting main beamline optics, applying high mechanical stability equipment and constructing a dedicated high-stability building envelope. Multitechnique scanning imaging and tomography including X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and spectro-microscopy, absorption, differential phase and darkfield contrasts are implemented at the beamline in order to provide simultaneous information on the elemental distribution, speciation and sample morphology. This paper describes the optical concept and the first measured performance of the Nanoscopium beamline followed by the hierarchical lengthscale multi-technique imaging experiments performed with dwell times down to 3 ms per pixel.
Introduction
Advanced scanning hard X-ray nanoprobe techniques provide powerful tools for probing heterogeneous complex systems down to the nanometre-scale with high elemental and structural sensitivity (Holt et al., 2013; Kaulich et al., 2011; Martinez-Criado et al., 2014; Vogt & Lanzirotti, 2013) . In recent years significant progress has been reported in the development of focusing optics (Boye et al., 2009; Koyama et al., 2012; Krü ger et al., 2012; Mimura et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2011; Vila-Comamala et al., 2011; Mohacsi et al., 2014) , sample positioning (Holler et al., 2012 (Holler et al., , 2014 Nazaretski et al., 2013 Nazaretski et al., , 2015 , detector technology (Johnson et al., 2012; Medjoubi et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2009) and imaging methodologies (Hornberger et al., 2008; Menzel et al., 2010; Thibault & Menzel, 2013) . These developments are triggering the construction of new state-of-the-art scanning hard X-ray nanoprobes aiming to reach down to 10 nm spatial resolution [e.g. a non-complete list of such beamlines: De Andrade et al. (2011 Andrade et al. ( , 2014 , Chu (2010) , Nazaretski et al. (2015) , Maser et al. (2013) , Schroer et al. (2010) , Somogyi et al. (2013) , Winarski et al. (2012) , Chen et al. (2014) NSLS-II, MAX-IV or the upgrades of the ESRF and APS aiming for ultra-low-emittance sources will open new dimensions in the development of such nanoprobes (de Jonge et al., 2014) . One of the important issues in modern microscopy development is the combination of high resolution with the possibility of imaging in three dimensions, because the 3D nanostructure of an investigated specimen has basic influence on its biological, chemical and physical properties.
The Nanoscopium beamline of Synchrotron Soleil (Somogyi et al., 2011 is dedicated to such scanning multi-technique imaging in the 5-20 keV energy range. The beamline aims, as an ultimate goal, to provide high-sensitivity elemental and sample morphology mapping with down to 30 nm spatial resolution by fast scanning spectro-microscopy combined with absorption, differential phase contrast and dark-field imaging, and coherent imaging techniques. Clearly, overall stability issues are of key importance when aiming for nanometre spatial resolution (Simos et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Igarashi et al., 2008) . This is especially important for scanning techniques, where robust beam stability matching the aimed spatial resolution is required during typical data collection of several hours. As such, scanning X-ray nanoprobe beamlines must apply overall design considerations that tackle the stability of the source, beamline optics, end-station and beamline envelope in an even-handed way. At Nanoscopium the optical design aims to create a high-stability nanobeam by: an overfilled secondary source, an all horizontally reflecting main beamline optics and a comprehensive stability management, which will be the subject of a future publication.
The typical scientific fields of the beamline cover biology and life sciences, earth and environmental sciences, geobiology and bio-nanotechnology. The beamline is especially well suited for studies seeking information about highly heterogeneous systems at multiple length-scales also in natural or operando conditions. In this paper we report on the optical design of Nanoscopium (Somogyi et al., 2010) together with the measured operational characteristics. Then, the performance of multimodal and multi-scale fast-scanning imaging and 3D tomography is presented, including X-ray fluorescence, absorption-contrast, differential phase contrast and dark-field techniques performed with dwell times down to milliseconds per pixel.
Beamline design
The Nanoscopium 155 m-long scanning hard X-ray nanoprobe beamline shares, in canted geometry, the L13 source straight section with the Anatomix full-field imaging beamline. A schematic beamline layout is shown in Fig. 1 and the main beamline characteristics are listed in Table 1 . The undulator, the front-end (FE) and the pre-focusing mirrors (M1, M2) are located in lead-shielded hutches in the synchrotron building, while the monochromators, the secondary source defining aperture and the experimental hutches are situated in a dedicated building extension (Fig. 1 ). All hutches are thermally isolated and are equipped with AE 0.1 K temperature control.
X-ray source and thermal power management
The beamline uses a 2 m-long cryo-cooled U18 Pr 2 Fe 14 B permanent-magnet prototype undulator (Benabderrahmane et al., 2012) . At 10 keV, the produced X-ray source of elliptical cross-section has S v Â S h = 10 mm Â 265 mm r.m.s. vertical and horizontal dimensions and S v 0 Â S h 0 = 9 mrad Â 32 mrad r.m.s. angular divergence. The spectrum of the undulator was measured through a 100 mm Â 100 mm slit-opening situated at $76 m distance from the source defining a 1.3 mrad emission cone angle (Fig. 2a) . The 5-20 keV energy region is covered by the third to 13th undulator harmonics in the 5.5-8 mm gap range (Fig. 2b) . For X-ray absorption spectrometry measurements, micrometre-precision undulator gapscan is necessary due to the narrow energy bandwidth of the odd harmonics (i.e. $ 52 eV FWHM of the fifth harmonics at 5.5 mm gap).
The thermal power management on the optical elements is ensured by the 800 mm Â 800 mm front-end collection aperture (FEA), the white beam slits and the high-heat-load beamline filters (Fig. 1) . The FEA intercepts the horizontal beam-tails while it lets through the total vertical beam limiting Figure 1 The building extension of the long nano-imaging beamlines. The schematic layout of Nanoscopium is shown underneath. (CVD) and Be filters can be introduced into the beam path in front of the mirrors in order to optimize the X-ray beam intensity and absorbed power depending on the beam energy. As an alternative, any combination of the CVD-based transparent X-ray beam imagers (Bordessoule, 2012) can be kept in the beam; each imager corresponds to an additional 400 mm CVD thickness.
Pre-focusing mirrors
The optical design of the beamline aims to create a highstability nanobeam by the all horizontally reflecting main beamline optics (mirrors, monochromators) and by the overfilled secondary source (SS) (Fig. 3) . Each of the M1 and the M2 fixed curvature mirrors (WinlightX, France) deflects the beam by 5 mrad in the outboard direction. The mirror orientation can be adjusted by independent motorized displacements (provided by ISP System, France). The Rh coating of the M1 vertically focusing mirror and the Si-and Rh-coated stripes of the M2 horizontally focusing mirror ensure the higher-order harmonics rejection over the whole 5-20 keV energy range. The two consecutive mirrors reduce the total power on the beamline elements that follow to 46 W (Si stripe of M2) or 60 W (Rh stripe of M2), respectively. Due to the small ( 50 mW mm
À2
) power density absorbed by each mirror, water cooling is sufficient for their temperature control.
The use of independent mirrors ensures independent focusing in the horizontal and vertical directions, and easy alignment of the beamline. Moreover, flexible beamline operation and feedback can be ensured without significant degradation of the beam quality.
The SSh/v size of the X-ray beam at the SS position depends on the magnified source size (S SSh/v Â q 1h/v /p 1h/v ), the contribution of the optical quality of the mirrors ( opt ) and the blurring due to eventual vibration ( vibr ), Top: vertical/horizontal optical beam path (not to scale). S h/v is the size of the X-ray source, SSh/v is the size of the beam at the SS position, S SSh/v is the size of the SS aperture and h/v is the size of the focused nanobeam. p 1h/v and q 1h/v are the source-to-prefocusing-mirror and mirror-to-SS distances, respectively, p 2h/v is the source distance, q 2h/v is the image distance and dn is the optical aperture of the nano-focusing optics. Bottom: beam footprint captured by the imagers along the beam path. The white rectangle on the Diagon shows the size of the front-end aperture, and the light-blue rectangle positioned at the SS image represents a typical secondary source size. The last image shows a coherent diffraction pattern of a Siemens star.
The q 1h/v image distance, and as such the SSh/v beam size, depends on the sag , tan effective sagittal and tangential radius of curvature of the M1-M2 mirror pair having Â M1 , Â M2 incidence angles and f 1v , f 1h focal distances,
The (Moreno & Idir, 2001 ) and correspond to <10% horizontal beam size increase. The eventual vibration of the mirrors would result in the blurring of the secondary source. This is minimized by high-stability mirror positioning mechanics and by switching the motors off during operation conditions. Thus the theoretical vertical and horizontal beam size S h/v Â q 1h/v /p 1h/v at the SS position can be estimated as 60 mm Â 1460 mm (FWHM).
Dedicated X-ray imagers and X-ray beam position monitors (XBPMs) (Desjardins et al., 2007 (Desjardins et al., , 2014 developed at Soleil monitor the stability of the X-ray beam after each main beamline optics. The two white-beam XBPMs situated 60 m from each other behind the two mirrors ensure the angular beam monitoring with $20 nrad sensitivity, which can be used for active angular feedback.
Double-crystal fixed-exit Si(111) monochromator
The Si(111) double-crystal fixed-exit monochromator (DCM; purchased from CINEL) works in horizontally reflecting geometry. The motor adjusting the main Â Bragg angle has 0.03 mrad angular resolution and 2 mrad accuracy over any 0.2 interval. The two degrees of freedom of the first crystal, which is equipped with direct cryo-cooling, permits the roll and the horizontal beam interception position to be adjusted. The horizontal translation also permits the first crystal to be removed from the beam in order to use a doublemultilayer monochromator (DMM). The second crystal is cryo-cooled by copper braids. It has five degrees of freedom: coarse pitch with a stepper motor, piezo-motor-based fine pitch, yaw, roll and horizontal translation; the last two ensure the fixed-exit operation. The eventual vibrational instabilities are monitored by an accelerometer installed at the support of the first crystal. A multilayer monochromator will be installed in the near future for obtaining increased flux with reduced spectral resolution. Both monochromators are situated in front of the secondary source. These two interchangeable monochromators will ensure the trade-off between high energy resolution (ÁE/E ' 10
À4
) and high nano-beam flux (10 11 photons s À1 with ÁE/E ' 10
À2
) depending on the experimental requirements.
A too high thermal load on the DCM will degrade the beam quality (wavefront and flux) and stability (thermal drift). The thermal deformation of the first Si crystal depends on the incident power, the power density and the beam footprint (Chumakov et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013) . In spite of the relatively moderate total absorbed power, the first crystal is exposed to high power densities due to its position just in front of the secondary source, which results in $65-70 mm (FWHM) vertical beam size. The horizontal beam footprint varies between 3 and 12 mm (FWHM) corresponding to the 23. 4-5.7 Bragg angle range. In spite of the moderate $46 W maximum absorbed power, the 155 W mm À2 highest power density of the first crystal necessitates cryogenic cooling (Huang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013) . A power slit positioned upstream of the DCM can be used to reduce the total heatload in order to optimize the performance in the whole absorbed heat-load range. The total power and power density can also be efficiently reduced with minimal intensity loss in the whole energy range by inserting beamline heat-load filters.
Secondary source
The design goal of Nanoscopium is to minimize the effect of the instabilities of the source and the optical elements by creating an overfilled secondary source (spatial filtering). The SS is situated at 81.6 m from the undulator source behind the main optical elements. As such, any beam vibration or drift caused by the beamline optics induces intensity change after the SS, but no virtual source motion. The size of the secondary source, S SS , is defined by a water-cooled high-precision custom-designed slit-pair developed at Soleil . The slit opening can be adjusted in both directions in the 0-1.5 mm range with < 100 nm resolution by symmetrical displacement of the two blades. The slit translation is controlled by independent motors, which permit < 500 nm positioning precision in the AE 3 mm range. The travel range of the horizontal slit position is 30 mm. The polished blades are made from tungsten (!98%) of 2 mm thickness. Each blade has a wedge shape with 2 slope to the incoming beam. Moreover, the eventual parasitic scattering is filtered by additional guard slits installed at the entrance of the experimental hutches. Despite the low, <1 mW, monochromatic heat-load impinging onto the SS, its temperature is controlled by low-debit water cooling. The $ 0.5 W maximum power of the future DMM can also be handled by water cooling. An imager, an intensity monitor and an XBPM are mounted downstream of the SS to monitor the monochromatic beam intensity and the beam position variation with 0.1-1 mm r.m.s. spatial resolution. With these monitoring devices we have not detected so far any significant measurable instability in the opening size and position of the SS.
The SS permits the beamline performance to be optimized for multimodal operation by adapting the beam size, flux and the beam coherence to the experimental needs. We use the phase-space parameter, p = S SS Â/ (Winn et al., 2000) , for quantifying the spatial coherence, where Â h/v = dn/p 2h/v is the full angular acceptance of the nano-focusing optics (see Fig. 3 ) and is the wavelength of the X-rays. In the p 0.5 phasespace area, high spatial resolution can be obtained, whereas by varying p = 0.5 to p = 1 the near diffraction-limited spatial resolution is reduced by $20% while gaining $200% flux. At Nanoscopium in the 5-20 keV range this can be achieved by adjusting the S SS slit size in the 60-15 mm range if we use a nano-focusing optic of 300 mm aperture situated at 70 m from the SS. The beam divergence after the SS assures that the focusing optics is comfortably overfilled, which leads to loss of coherent flux, but improves the stability and uniformity of illumination.
Nanofocusing optics and spectro-microscopy stations
The consecutive, complementary chromatic [Fresnel zone plate (FZP)] and achromatic [Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB)] spectro-microscopy stations are situated in the second experimental hutch (EH2). These ensure the optimization of the experimental conditions in the function of the energy bandwidth, demanded flux, nano-beam size, coherence characteristics and the desired energy tunability of the actual experiment. Both set-ups aim to reach near diffraction-limited focusing for high-spatial-resolution experiments.
The effective size of the focused nano-beam can be written as
where DLh/DLv is the diffraction-limited horizontal and vertical beam size, DMh,v = S SSh/SSv Â (q 2h/2v /p 2h/2v ) is the contribution of the de-magnified SS, opt is the contribution due to the imperfect optical quality of the focusing optics (e.g. mirror figure error) and stab is the eventual beam size blurring due to overall instability effects. The diffraction-limited beam size is usually expressed by the Rayleigh resolution as DL = 0.61/NA, where NA is the numerical aperture of the optic. In order to reach diffraction-limited focusing, the contributions of DM , opt and stab must be negligible.
Dedicated FZP lenses, to be used in the 5-15 keV energy range to reach down to 30 nm focused beam size (Mohacsi et al., 2014 (Mohacsi et al., , 2015 , are in construction in collaboration with the Laboratory for Micro-and Nanotechnology of PSI (headed by C. David). The achromatic total reflection nano-focusing KB mirror-pair (the mirrors are provided by JTEC and the positioning mechanics by Bruker) (Siewert et al., 2012; Mimura et al., 2005) are situated at p 2h/v ' 71 m distance from the secondary source. The optically useful mirror lengths (L) of the elliptically shaped mirrors are 92 mm. The image distances and the average incidence angles of the vertically and horizontally focusing mirrors are q 2v = 0.285 m, q 2h = 0.18 m and Â inc,v = 3 mrad, Â inc,h = 2.5 mrad, respectively. The smallest diffraction-limited beam size, which can be obtained at 20 keV, is DL,v Â DL,h = 65 nm Â 48 nm (FWHM).
The demagnification of the secondary source of S SS,h Â S SS,v = 10 mm Â 10 mm size (also ensuring at 20 keV the coherent illumination of the KB for diffraction-limited focusing with p v = 0.7 and p h = 0.6) gives DM,v = 41 nm (M v = 0.0041) and DM,h = 26 nm (M h = 0.0026) and as such slightly increases the overall beam size to DL,v Â DL,h = 76 nm Â 55 nm. The measured optical quality of the JTEC mirrors assures no significant beam blurring .
Fast-scanning multi-technique imaging ) is implemented at the spectro-microscopy stations and provides access to 2D/3D information on the sample morphology (absorption, differential phase contrast and dark field) together with the elemental distribution. The future implementation of cryo-cooling at the KB-based station will reduce the radiation damage of sensitive samples during the measurements. A sample stage equipped with cryo-cooling (Meents et al., 2013) is under development in the framework of collaboration with the P11 beamline of DESY (Hamburg, Germany).
Beamline performance 3.1. Prefocusing mirrors
The M1 and M2 mirrors focus the X-ray source at the position of the secondary source. The pitch angles of both M1 and M2, and the yaw of M1 have a significant effect on the quality of the focused beam. The variation of the pitch and yaw angles of M1 impacts the vertical beam size and beam shape, whereas the pitch of M2 affects the horizontal beam size. As such, the horizontal and vertical beam sizes and beam quality can be optimized independently.
The smallest vertical beam size was determined by varying the Â M1 incidence angle (pitch) of the sagittally focusing M1 mirror and was found to be $ 61 mm (FWHM) without any significant change in the ÁÂ M1 = AE10 mrad pitch range (Fig. 4a) . The effect of the yaw of M1 on the vertical beam size and beam orientation can be seen in Fig. 4(b) . The variation of the yaw of M1 does not cause either significant beam size increase or beam-shape distortion in the AE20 mrad range. The measured smallest 1200 mm (FWHM) horizontal beam size is determined by the effective optical lengths of M1 and M2. No significant horizontal beam size variation could be measured in the ÁÂ M2 = AE 10 mrad range of the pitch of M2.
As such, using two independent mirrors for sagittal and tangential focusing ensures next to easy beamline alignment, the possibility of efficient and sensitive beam position feedback without beam-quality degradation. Thorough stability tests using the already installed intensity and beam-position monitors are in progress and will be the basis to establish a feedback strategy if necessary.
Double-crystal fixed-exit Si(111) monochromator
The characterization of the effect and severity of the thermal deformation of the crystal is a complex task. As a beamlines first step we calculated the P M modified linear power density, as suggested by Huang et al. (2014) , as P M = [1 þ lnðL=WÞ=2:57]P/L, where P is the total accepted power, and L is the length and W is the width of the X-ray footprint. This provides the possibility to estimate the severity of crystal thermal deformation independently of the beamline specifics. The obtained P M 35 W m À1 indicates that the crystal deformation remains in the linear region (P M < 50 W m À1 ), where slope errors caused by thermal deformation increase linearly with heating power (Zhang et al., 2003) . This might, next to wavefront distortion, increase the rocking-curve width and the vertical beam size at the secondary source position, which will result in loss of monochromatic flux.
The global effect of the thermal deformation of the first crystal of the DCM was investigated by measuring the rocking-curve broadening and the variation of the vertical beam size at the SS position at several energies in the full 5-20 keV energy range. The total absorbed power and power density were varied by the filters and semi-transparent CVD imagers in front of the DCM. The measured rocking-curve broadening was < 0.1 mrad in each condition, which is much smaller than the width of the Bragg reflection. Moreover, in good agreement with the negligible rocking-curve widening, no significant vertical beam size blurring has been detected at the SS position. These measurements confirm the good functioning of the cryo-cooled DCM.
In order to check the energy calibration stability of the DCM, several XANES spectra (Fig. 5) were collected around the K-edge of a standard Ni foil of 5 mm thickness (EXAFS Materials, USA) during a 7 h period. The energy was calibrated by taking the maximum of the first derivative of the edge as 8.333 keV. The inflections points of the Ni K-edge XANES spectrum remained stable within < 0.25 eV during this measurement period.
Experimental stations
The Nanoscopium beamline aims to provide multi-technique imaging and tomography at hierarchical length-scales during a typical user experiment in order to offer insight into the structural and elemental distribution of the samples with the possibility of performing a chemical speciation study. One of the most important requirements for such multi-lengthscale experiments is the possibility of performing fast and large field of view (! mm 2 ) scans, followed by zooming into chosen smaller ($mm 2 ) sample areas with high spatial resolution. The multi-technique flyscan developed at Soleil provides the software and hardware infrastructure for such hierarchical length-scale measurements.
3.3.1. Focusing characteristics of the KB mirror. In order to estimate the smallest spatial resolution achievable at the KBbased spectro-microscopy station, the size of the focused beam was measured by performing knife-edge scans at different SS slit openings at 16.7 and 8.4 keV energies. The horizontal and vertical beam sizes of 75 nm (FWHM) and 100 nm (FWHM) measured with a step-scan at 20 mm Â 20 mm SS slit opening at 16.7 keV can be seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). This beam size will determine the highest possible spatial resolution. However, in the case of continuous scanning measurements, the effective spatial resolution is 'blurred' by the motor movement, e.g. 100 mm s À1 motor speed with 10 ms dwell time means that the sample has been moved by a 'step' of 1 mm while one detector frame is exposed and read out.
The intensity in the focused beam was measured by a 300 mm-thick Si photodiode (see Table 2 ). During all the measurements, preliminary He-filled tubes were introduced into the beam path in order to decrease the absorption of air. The measurements were performed with the 700 mm-thick Be filter introduced into the beam path. The entrance window of EH2 and the Be windows of the KB represent an additional total 450 mm Be thickness. The measured flux is in good agreement with the estimated one at 16.7 keV energy. At 8.4 keV, the difference between the measured and estimated flux is likely to originate from the remaining air-path, which will be optimized as part of the finalization of the set-up. The diffraction pattern of a gold grating nanostructure having a period of 300 nm was registered at an SS slit opening of 20 mm Â 20 mm at 2.5 m behind the sample at 8.4 keV energy with the XPAD detector (Fig. 6c) . The large number of visible fringes shows the high degree of coherence of the focused beam and the excellent optical quality of the KB.
The flexible beamline design makes it straightforward to adapt the beam size, beam-coherence characteristics and the beam intensity according to the requirements of the experiment without any beamline realignment only by tailoring the SS slit opening.
Multi-technique hierarchical length-scale experi-
ments. The goal of hierarchical length-scale multi-technique imaging is to make possible dynamical zooming into the chosen region of a sample. As such, the study of the interaction between different length-scale features is becoming possible together with the identification of rare nano-sized features in bulk samples. Several main application fields of the beamline, amongst others geology, paleo-geobiology, earthand environmental sciences, where the samples of study are heterogeneous at different length-scales containing major, minor and trace elements, will highly benefit from such multitechnique and multi-length-scale imaging possibilities. The regions of interest for high-resolution and high analytical sensitivity measurements are to be identified from coarse, large field of view fast imaging, which ideally is performed in 1 h. This makes it possible to identify the interesting sample features from relevant characteristics (e.g. metal content and distribution, scattering features, internal sample morphology), which are not observable by optical microscopy or by other laboratory methods.
In order to characterize the multi-length-scale and multitechnique analytical possibilities for geological applications, a representative 80 mm-thick, polished thin section of an Archeaen rock sample was investigated (see visible microscope image in Fig. 7 ) at 16.7 keV incident beam energy. The beam size during these measurements, performed with H Â V = 50 mm Â 20 mm SS slit opening, was 120 nm Â 100 nm FWHM (see Table 2 and Fig. 6 ). The flat rock sample was positioned perpendicularly to the incoming beam in order to preserve the small beam footprint at the sample.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectra were recorded at each pixel by two silicon drift detectors of 50 mm 2 useful area (KETEK H50, KETEK GmbH) used with XMAP (XIA LLC) fast digital multichannel analyser cards. The detectors were placed at a $20 angle symmetrical to the sample surface. The elemental distribution maps (see As, Fe, V and Zn in Fig. 7) were reconstructed from the full XRF spectrum measured in each pixel by using preselected spectral regions of interest (ROIs) and summing the intensities measured by the two detectors. The transmitted beam was recorded either by a fast XPAD pixel detector containing 120 Â 560 pixels of 130 mm pixel size (Medjoubi et al., 2010) or by a 300 mm-thick diode. Encoded positions of the sample positioning stages were recorded at each scan step. As a first step, large field of view (H Â V = 716 mm Â 500 mm) moderate-resolution ($1 mm Â 1 mm) 2D elemental distribution and transmission contrast maps (with the Si diode) were measured with 100 mm s À1 horizontal scanning speed, 10 ms per point dwell time and 1 mm vertical steps in a total measurement time of $1 h. Because at 50 mm Â 20 mm SS slit size the Measured size and intensity of the focused beam by the JTEC KB mirror at different secondary slits apertures.
The intensity in the nano-beam was measured by a 300 mm-thick Si diode. The calculated intensity takes into account the $1 m air-path and 1.15 mm Be thickness, which was introduced into the beam path during the measurements. transmitted flux saturated the photon-counting XPAD pixel detector, the absorption-, differential phase-and dark-field (Fig. 7a ) contrast maps were measured sequentially with a 5 mm Â 5 mm SS slit opening with a 3 ms dwell time per pixel (limited by the 1.5 ms read-out time of the XPAD) in an additional 20 min. Metals such as V, Zn, As and Fe (see Fig. 7 ) and Cr, Ti and Ni (not shown due to spatial limitations) show highly heterogeneous spatial distribution. Due to the high 250-400 counts per 10 ms intensity of the Zn, Fe and As XRF signals, these measurements are feasible even at 1 ms per point dwell time, to the detriment of the detection of lowerconcentration elements Ti and Ni. Thus, coarse, large field of view scans revealing the major and minor element distribution could be completed in a total measurement time of some minutes. The dark-field contrast (Fig. 7a) shows highly scattering sample areas corresponding to the dark zones in the visible-light microscope image. These coarse maps provide the possibility of zooming in on sample areas for high-resolution and higher analytical sensitivity 2D projection imaging based on the contrast mechanism relevant to the studied scientific question. For example, the highly scattering globular structure of 202 mm (H) Â 160 mm (V) dimensions, marked by the green rectangle in the coarse dark-field image in Fig. 7(a) , was scanned at 70 mm s À1 scanning speed, 3 ms dwell time and 250 nm vertical steps (in $30 min total measurement time) for obtaining morphological information at higher resolution. The vertical gradient phase image, the phase reconstructed by Fourier integration of the complex sum of the horizontal and vertical gradient phase images (Arnison et al., 2004; Kottler et al., 2007) and the darkfield image can be seen in Figs The sample area marked with a red rectangle in the As distribution map of Fig. 7 contains As and some Zn, without detectable amounts of other metals with these measurement conditions. A 70.4 mm Â 89.6 mm area of this sample region was further analyzed by higher-resolution continuous scanning. The As distribution measured with 10 ms per pixel dwell time, 20 mm s À1 scanning speed and 200 nm vertical steps ($220 nm Â 200 nm spatial resolution and 29.3 min total measurement time) can be seen in Fig. 8(a) . The dark field (DF) (Fig. 8b ) and integrated phase (Fig. 8c ) of the area indicated by the green rectangle in Fig. 8(a) shows complex morphological texture with small, $4-5 mm-diameter, formations. The DF, the integrated phase and the As distribution Reconstructed multimodal contrast modes of the measured Archeaen rock sample. The As, Fe, V and Zn distributions were obtained by scanning XRF. The coarse (a) and higher-resolution (d) dark-field distribution, the vertical gradient phase image (c) and the reconstructed phase distribution (b) were calculated from the transmission images registered by the XPAD detector.
only partially correlate with each other, showing the complementarity of these contrast modes. The coherent scattering in the strongly scattering pixels shows strong angular orientation (see Fig. 8c ), which follows the shape of the small globular features. This indicates that the scattering is originating from a surface layer of the small globules, which contains highly oriented < 220 nm-sized structures, mostly oriented parallel to the surface layer. The detailed analysis of the DF images (e.g. Bunk et al., 2009) or the higher resolution psychographic reconstruction was not the aim of the present study and will be presented elsewhere. Clearly, the interpretation of such complex projection images would highly benefit from 3D measurements.
Slow, continuous XRF scans of the highest resolution (5 mm s À1 motor speed, 10 ms per pixel dwell time, 50 nm vertical steps and a 30 min total measurement time) were performed within the two sample areas marked by red rectangles in Fig. 8(a) . They reveal the $130 nm-scale inhomogeneous As distribution within the 4-5 mm-diameter globules (Fig. 8e) . Finally, a nano-XANES measurement was performed around the K-edge of As in the spot indicated in Fig. 8(e) . The beam energy was calibrated by As 2 O 5 and legrandite standards (only the As 2 O 5 XANES is shown for the clarity of the figure) . The XANES spectrum indicates the presence of As V in this As-rich sample spot (Fig. 8f) .
As a next step, the internal structure and elemental distribution of the sample was studied by 3D tomography with moderate $2 mm Â 2 mm spatial resolution due to the rather large, $500 mm Â 100 mm, dimensions of the sample slice. For these measurements both XRF detectors were oriented at 90 to the incoming beam and the sample. This measurement geometry permits XRF tomography to be perfomed in only 180 simultaneously with transmission and DF tomography, reducing the measurement time by 50%, since XRF tomography is usually performed with one XRF detector in 360
. As a first step, fast 2D projection scans were performed at five different angles equally distributed over 180
. The five transmission and ten XRF projections have been obtained in less than 4 h (45 min per projection, with 200 mm s À1 motor speed and 10 ms per pixel dwell time).
A draft 3D reconstruction could be obtained from these projection scans (Hu et al., 2014) . The small number of angular projections limits the available spatial resolution of the 3D reconstruction (Kak & Slaney, 1988) . According to the sampling theorem, the total number of angular projections should be n ' = (/2)n R over 180 for proper sampling, where n R is the number of pixels per line scan. In spite of the aliasing artifacts in the reconstructed image, the draft 3D overview distribution of the absorption, dark field and major elements of the 1 mm Â 0.75 mm Â 0.08 mm sampled volume could be reconstructed using the unfiltered back-projection algorithm. The artifacts of the reconstructed tomograms were diminished by filtering out the high spatial frequencies and low-intensity signals. In Fig. 9(a) , the volume rendering of the dark field (in grey) corresponding to high scattering, the transmission (grid) defining the sample volume and the Fe distribution (green) are shown. Fig. 9(b) shows a virtual slice, where spatially spread sample features and strong-contrast signals can be identified, which permits the sample area of interest to be chosen for a higher-resolution tomography experiment.
A 1000 mm Â 750 mm Â 40 mm sample volume marked by the red rectangle in Fig. 9 (a) and containing part of the large highly scattering globules was chosen on the basis of the coarse overview tomography for the moderate-resolution fast 3D tomographic scan. This was performed slice by slice with 250 angular projections per virtual slice. The 3D tomography measurement of the ten virtual slices took about 4 h. The Multimodal images measured within the red rectangle indicated in the As distribution in Fig. 7 . The dark field (b) and reconstructed phase (d) of the sample area within the green rectangle shown in the As distribution map (a) reveal complex sample morphology. (c) Coherent diffraction pattern in the sample spot marked by the orange arrow. The approximate highest (130 nm) resolution As distribution maps (e) correspond to the red rectangles in (a). (f) XANES spectra measured around the As K-edge; red curve: at the indicated sample point; green curve: As 2 O 5 standard. The XANES spectra of the sample and the As 2 O 5 standard were shifted laterally for the clarity of the figure. volume rendering of the absorption (transparent sample contour), dark field (grey), Fe (green) and the totally overlapping Zn and Cr (blue) distributions can be seen in a top view in Fig. 9 (c) and in a bottom view in Fig. 9(d) . Fig. 9(e) shows the very same virtual slice obtained with higher resolution than in Fig. 9(b) . There is a good agreement between the shape of the large globular structures and the larger Fe grains in the draft and detailed tomographic reconstructions. Even the hollow structure of the large globule is revealed in Fig. 9(b) . The more detailed micrometre spatial resolution 3D scan reveals additional internal structural and elemental details. For example, it permits two different elementalstructural associations to be identified: small, only Fecontaining grains enclosed within the globular structures (yellow arrow), and Zn-, Cr-and Fe-containing co-localized grains within larger highly absorbing grains (overlapping green and blue areas).
Discussion
The multi-technique scanning imaging option available at the spectro-microscopy stations of the Nanoscopium beamline offers the flexibility of choosing the beam characteristics (flux, beam size and coherence characteristics), scanning parameters and analytical methods to perform hierarchical length-scale imaging within a typical user experiment. As such, zooming dynamically between moderate micrometre-resolution scans of some mm 2 large sample areas and 100 nm resolution of some mm 2 sample areas is becoming available without the need for sample and beamline realignment. This multi-technique and multi-length-scale possibility is one of the unique features of Nanoscopium that will permit studies to be performed which were only feasible until now by several successive measurements at different micro-and nanoprobe beamlines (Sforna et al., 2014) . Such an operation mode dictates severe requirements on the fast-scanning sample-positioning stages, namely a large millimetre scanning range with 10% speed variation in a wide speed range (e.g. 1-500 mm s À1 ), while keeping the sample positioning precision to some nanometres in slow scanning and step-scan modes. The characterization and optimization of the fast-scanning stages of Nanoscopium is in progress and aims to tackle these challenges.
The first test experiments showed that the analytical characteristics of the beamline are matching well the requirements of the typical geological and paleo-geological applications expected at the beamline. These test experiments demonstrated the feasibility of dwell times down to milliseconds per pixel for coarse scans. The beamline design permits more flexibility than presented in the paper, namely the size of the focused beam can be matched by adapting the SS slit opening to the spatial resolution blurred due to the continuous motor displacement. As such, for coarse scans we could readily increase the flux impinging onto the sample by an order of magnitude (see, for example, Table 2 ). Thus, the same counting statistics as presented above could be achieved only in milliseconds per pixel dwell times. Moreover, the future DMM of the beamline will permit additional flux increase to the detriment of spectral resolution. However, these possibilities are restricted by the limited throughput of the recently available 2D detectors and XRF measurement chains. As a next step, the analytical performance of the beamline will be tested for biological applications. The special challenge of these applications is the detection of trace elements and weak transmission contrasts in radiation-sensitive fragile samples.
The large sample size and the figure of merit of performing 3D measurements in a total measurement time of some hours limited the spatial resolution of the presented tomography experiments. Sub-micrometric resolution XRF tomography is already feasible at Nanoscopium in the case of smaller samples. The development of local tomography would open up the possibility of hierarchical length-scale 3D measurements.
The high coherence of the focused beam (see Fig. 6c ) can be exploited for ptychography experiments. This might be offered at the spectro-microscopy end-stations as a complementary technique to XRF, depending on the aim of the scientific study. 
Conclusion and outlook
The Nanoscopium scanning hard X-ray nanoprobe beamline is in the commissioning phase. It will complete the range of existing or forthcoming scanning nanoprobe beamlines at other synchrotrons. The first measured beamline performances show good agreement with the main design goals. The flexible optical design of the beamline ensures easy beamline alignment, which is an asset both for stability issues and for daily operation. The secondary source ensures the tailoring of the beam characteristics (coherence, beam size and flux at the sample) to the specific needs of the experiments.
Nanoscopium aims to provide multi-length-scale and multitechnique 2D imaging. This permits zooming in with $100 nm spatial resolution onto chosen sample areas from a moderate, approximately micrometre, resolution large field of view scan. The flexible beamline design makes it possible, in a straightforward manner, to optimize the scanning parameters, such as the total measurement time, scanned sample area (some millimetres to nanometre range), resolution (1-0.1 mm) and intensity (approximately two orders of magnitude) depending on the experimental needs (degree of coherence, analytical sensitivity, spatial resolution, detector saturation) without any realignment of the sample or the main beamline optics. The main limitation of the fast multi-technique measurements comes from the linearity and throughput limitation of the recently available detectors, especially that of 2D pixel detectors.
Fast 3D scanning multi-technique tomography is accessible at the beamline. We introduced a new measurement strategy for tomography measurements: as a first step, the coarse 3D elemental distribution and morphological structure of the whole sample was obtained from limited angular projections. This was used to identify an interesting area for higher-resolution tomography based on major morphological and elemental distribution features, invisible by optical microscopy. Sub-micrometric resolution XRF tomography is possible in the case of smaller samples or by developing local tomography. The ultimate resolution can be obtained by coherent diffraction. This would open up the possibility of hierarchical length-scale tomography.
These imaging techniques permit studying the modalities of interconnections of sample features of different length-scales, performing statistically significant measurements, and identifying rare events in bulk samples. The development of useroriented software for the treatment of multi-technique imaging and tomography data sets and self-absorption correction for XRF measurements is in progress and is a crucial requirement for the success of the beamline.
The first test experiments showed that the analytical characteristics of the beamline are matching well the requirements of the typical geological and paleo-geological applications expected at the beamline. The first XANES measurements proved the good energy calibration stability of the DCM and the feasibility of nano-XANES in geological samples. As the figure of merit of measurement speed, spatial resolution and appropriate contrast depends on the analysed sample type and measurement set-up, as a next step other representative samples, for example from the field of biology, will be analysed at the beamline.
